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STATE OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 2022 
Presented on: 14 September 2022 

• President Ursula von der Leyen 

 

Commission President Ursula von der Leyen gave her third State of the European Union 
address, which was the first one with a war raging on the European continent. Dressed in the 
colours of the Ukrainian flag, and in the presence of First Lady Olena Zelenska, Von der Leyen 
said that the sanctions are here to stay. “This is the time for us to show resolve, not 
appeasement.” 
 
A major part of the address concerned the high energy prices, on which the Commission 
presents concrete proposals the same day. Other topics included raw materials, external policy, 
education and training, democracy, and treaty reform. 
 
Key documents: 

• Full speech 

• Letter of intent 

• Recording 

• Publication with achievements 

 
Key remarks  

Situation of high energy prices and security of supply: 

- Gas storage levels are currently at 84%, overshooting the target, but more will be needed. 

Therefore, the Commission will propose a package of measures, which include: 

o reducing demand during peak hours to make supply last longer and prices going down 

o measures for MS to reduce their overall electricity consumption 

o Proposal for a cap on the revenues of electricity-producing companies. "In these times, 

profits must be shared and channeled to those who need it the most.” This is estimated 

to raise more than 140 billion euros for Member States to cushion the blow directly. 

o An update of the benchmark for the gas market (TTF), to ensure it is more 

representative of the current situation 

o The Commission will work with market regulators to ease the problem of amending the 

rules on collateral and to limit the intra-day price volatility 

o amending the temporary state aid framework in October to allow the provision of state 

guarantees, while preserving a level playing field. 

o Deep and comprehensive reform of the electricity market, to decouple the dominant 

influence of gas prices on electricity, and to ensure that consumers reap the benefits of 

low-cost renewables. 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/speech_22_5493
https://state-of-the-union.ec.europa.eu/document/download/dd2991b1-d4e9-4e50-9884-d0d7883ac72f_en?filename=SOTEU_2022_Letter_of_Intent_EN_0.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/plenary/en/vod.html?mode=chapter&vodLanguage=EN&vodId=f3c615c9-f99f-5dcb-1b09-f356598ea6e3&date=20220914
https://state-of-the-union.ec.europa.eu/document/download/305529d4-3454-4c5b-9ac9-67d173b1872c_en?filename=SOTEU%202022%20Achievements%20and%20Timeline.pdf
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- Further to this, the Commission President stressed the need to diversify supply, through working 

with partners, such as the US, Norway, Algeria and others. (Gas imported from Russia last year 

was 40%, now is down to 9%). 

- The Commission will develop with the Member States a set of measures that take into account 

the specific nature of the EU's relationship with suppliers 

- The EU also set up a Taskforce with Norway to investigate gas trade 

- The transformation towards more renewable energy production has started, with many 

examples all over Europe. 

Hydrogen:  

- The Commission will propose the creation of a new European Hydrogen Bank. It should help 

guarantee the purchase of hydrogen. It will use 3 billion euros from the Innovation Fund.  

- We need to move the European hydrogen economy from niche to scale. Europe doubled the 

2030 target to produce 10 million tons of renewable hydrogen per year.  

Industry: 

- “We need an enabling business environment, a workforce with the right skills and access to raw 

materials our industry needs.” … “Let's make sure that the future of industry is made in Europe.” 

- By 2030 the demand of lithium and rare earth elements will increase fivefold. It is important to 

avoid falling in the same dependency as with oil and gas.   

- The Commission will propose a European Critical Raw Materials Act, as per the example of the 

Batteries Regulation and the Chips Act. It will also increase European financial participation to 

Important Project of Common European Interest (IPCEIs). The President also said to be pushing 

for the creation of a New European Sovereignty Fund. 

- To diversify supply, the EU is negotiating with trading partners. Soon agreements with Chile, 

Mexico and New Zealand will be proposed for ratification, and the Commission continues 

negotiations with partners like Australia and India. 

- SMEs are the backbone of Europe's society. As inflation and uncertainty weigh hard, the 

Commission will put forward an SME Relief Package. This will include a proposal of a single set 

of tax rules for doing business in Europe, called BEFIT, and a revision of the Late Payment 

Directive.  

- More focus and investment are needed on professional education and upskilling. Therefore, we 

need to speed up and facilitate the recognition of qualifications also of third country nations. 

- Von der Leyen proposed to make 2023 the European Year of Skills. 

Other points of relevance:  

- The European Union will push for an ambitious global deal for nature at the UN Biodiversity 

conference in Montreal and at COP27 in Sharm el-Sheikh later this year.  

- The President stressed the need to rethink the European foreign policy agenda. 

- The Commission supports the call for a European Political Community, to have a stronger 

cooperation with neighboring countries. 
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- The Commission will present a Defence of Democracy package. This includes measures to 

update the European legislative framework for fighting corruption and a proposal to include 

corruption in the European human right sanction regime.  

- “Democracy has not gone out of fashion, but it must update itself in order to keep improving 

people's lives.” she quoted former EP President David Sassoli. The Commission President 

endorsed the European Parliament's call for a European Convention, which would look into 

Treaty change. In this regard, she proposed enshrining solidarity between generations. 

State of play in Ukraine:  

- So far 19 billion euros has been provided for financial assistance together with military support. 

- Reconstruction of Ukraine will require massive investments.  More than 70 schools have been 

destroyed. Europe will provide 100 million euros for the rehabilitation of damaged Ukrainian 

schools.  

- In March, there has been the connection of Ukraine to the European electricity grid. Today 

Ukraine is exporting electricity to Europe. 

- The Commission will work to ensure seamless access to the Single Market for Ukraine. 

 

Reactions from the European Parliament 

EPP, Manfred Weber (DE) 

• Asked for a moratorium on new legislation to support especially SMEs 

• Addressed the need of respect the democratic procedures and include the EP in legislative 

process 

• Expressed appreciation for the Commission's remarks on launching a European Convention. 

S&D, Iratxe García Pérez (ES) 

• Solidarity is one of the values of Europe.  

• Prices are increasing, food, energy. The EU central bank has increased the cost of capital. 

Heating bills are also increasing. We need to find a solution. We need to have the political will to 

implement those solutions to strengthen social policy, fiscal and economic governance, 

accelerate the green transition.  

• Need for cap on gas prices and help households. We need more cooperation with South 

America.  

• Political situation: The state of democracy is as fragile as the economy. 

Renew Europe, Stéphane Séjourné (FR) 

• Solidarity is needed among Member States and between neighbours in the purchase of energy 

and investment in renewables.  
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• Sovereignty: reduce dependency in food sector, raw material, infrastructure, defence, health. 

Identify vulnerability and strengthen them. Propose a sovereignty test to be in line with 

budgetary measures.   

• Guarantee quality of life, economic growth and green transition.  

• The Union showed agility over the last few months, but how long will we be able to continue to 

decide things with unanimity? And which investments are we prioritising? 

• The Commission's proposals are good. All of these projects are supported, in particular those 

regarding energy. Europe should become the first continent to get rid of fossil fuels. 

Greens/EFA, Ska Keller (DE) 

• Europe need to continue to support Ukraine in the fight.  

• For food security, it must act in energy and food market.  

• Take policy steps to overcome this period. The only way to overcome the energy crises is on the 

one hand to use less energy, and on the other hand to produce more renewable energy (sun 

and wind). Fossil fuels have been a driver for ecological disaster. Put solar in every building and 

isolate every building. The climate crisis is the biggest political test for our generation.  

• In order to stand strong we need to stay strong with our values in the EU.  

• Respect the conditionality instrument.  

ID, Marco Zanni (IT) 

• The measures are far from being enough 

• Since the Commission has taken office in 2019, the conditions have massively changed. 

Therefore, some plans cannot be implemented anymore. 

ECR, Raffaele Fitto (IT) 

• Supported the idea of a gas price cap 

• In the revision of the energy market design, gas and electricity should be decoupled 

• Asked for a balanced approach on democracy and migration 

The Left, Manon Aubry (FR) 

• The energy prices are out of control, which brings many people in difficulty. Meanwhile, 

shareholders and big companies are making megaprofits. The proposals presented are not 

sufficient. More needs to be done to bring energy costs down. 

• The speech did not address much about the climate, while drought and fires rage. Trade 

agreements are not the solution. 
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Next steps 

The European Commission will present a Work Programme for 2023. This is planned for the 18th of 

October.  

The Commission President's Letter of Intent, sent to the President of the European Parliament, and the 

Prime Minister of Czechia, holding the Presidency of the Council, already announces some key new 

initiatives for 2023. These include: 

• Revision of EU’s internal electricity market rules  

• Proposal to create EU Hydrogen Bank  

• Revision of waste framework to reduce waste, including food waste, and the environmental 

impact of waste management  

• Legislative proposal on plants produced by certain new genomic techniques  

• Revision of animal welfare EU legislation 

• European critical raw materials act  

• SME Relief Package, including Late Payment Directive  

• Patent Licensing package 

• Proposal for European Year of Skills 

• Mid-term review of the Multiannual Financial Framework 2021-2027  

• Economic Governance Review  

• Legislative proposal on a second set of new own resources 

• Legislative proposal on Business in Europe: a framework for income taxation ‘BEFIT’ 

• Defence of democracy package, including an initiative on the protection of the EU democratic 

sphere from covert foreign influence  

• Anti-corruption package 


